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alignment, crack and pore space alignment, and thin-layer
anisotropy. The common observation of aligned first split
shear-wave polarizations perpendicular to the local minimum
principal stress supports the hypothesis that stress-aligned
fluid-filled microcracks, cracks and pore space, or extensivedilatancy anisotropy (EDA) exists in most rocks of the upper
crust (Crampin, 1993).
Studies of shear-wave splitting from earthquakes are of
particular interest because the raypaths pass through volumes
of rock that are undergoing changes in stress. In changing
stress fields, fluid-filled cracks will change their geometry
(including crack density and aspect ratio) more readily than
other elements of a rock mass. If shear-wave splitting, and
our analysis of it, is sufficiently sensitive to these changes
then a greater understanding of rock behaviour in earthquake
preparation zones may result. Temporal variations of shearwave splitting parameters are believed to have been observed
before (Booth et al., 1990; Liu et al., 1993) and after earthquakes (Crampin et al., 1990).
The data set is from a PANDA (Portable Array for
Numerical Data Acquisition) network, developed by the
Center for Earthquake Research and Information at Memphis
State University (Chiu et al., 1991) in the New Madrid seismic zone (NMSZ). The activity is essentially isolated in an
intraplate tectonic setting with station spacing that ensures
both good event location and records within the shear-wave
window (Booth and Crampin, 1985). Crampin (199 1) has
suggested that the study of microearthquakes occurring in
isolated swarms could be an effective way to gain experience
of precursory activity, although the area (60 x 30 km) of the
NMSZ is much larger than the swarms (2 x 2 km) examined
by Crampin ( 1991). This data set provides an opportunity to
study the rock mass and local and regional stress regimes by
analysis of shear-wave splitting as a contribution to the
understanding of the area’s seismicity and related hazards.
This paper presents the results of analysis of shear waves
from microearthquakes recorded in the NMSZ. The shear
waves show splitting, with the polarizations of most of the

A BSTRACT
A network of over thirty three-component digitally recording
seismometers operated by Memphis State University has been
deployed in the New Madrid seismic zone, central USA, since
October, 1989. Three major earthquakes (nr,, > 7) occurred in the
zone in 18 I 1- 12 and the area is subject to constant microearthquake
activity at focal depths of 3 to 1.5 km. The station density and signal
frequencies of 8 to IO Hz, recorded at 100 Hz, provide an opportunity for detailed analysis of shear-wave splitting from earthquake
sources in an intraplate tectonic setting. This paper presents preliminary analysis of the first I9 months of data. Particular attention is
given to the reduction of the effective shear-wave window by the
presence of internal velocity discontinuities and a low-velocity zone.
The polarization directions at most stations show a preferred orientation correlated with the ENE regional maximum compressional
stress direction which is attributed to the presence of vertical stressaligned cracks. The scattered polarizations observed at the remaining stations are interpreted as due to local structural irregularities or
a more complex anisotropic symmetry. Temporal trends in delay
between split shear waves are investigated, but no unambiguous
variations are found since these data are too sparse for definitive
results. The splitting indicates differential shear-wave anisotropy of
3 to 4% over the total raypath.

Systematic shear-wave splitting is diagnostic of an
anisotropic rock mass. Many studies have observed systematic splitting in different locations and geological settings
independent of source orientation and it seems to be a common feature of the upper crust (Crampin and Lovell, 199 1).
-When a shear wave enters an anisotropic region it usually
splits into two approximately orthogonal polarizations which
propagate with different velocities so that a time delay develops between the two shear waves. The time delay will
depend on the path length and anisotropy along the raypath.
The anisotropic structure of rocks has been attributed to
different mechanisms including crystal and mineral grain
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(Nuttli, 1983)] occurring there in 18 11-l 2 rank amongst the
largest known events in North America.
The NMSZ is located in the northernmost part of the
Mississippi embayment, a sedimentary basin with southwards-thickening, poorly consolidated to unconsolidated
sediments (1 km thick below Memphis, Tennessee) unconformably overlying Palaeozoic bedrock. Beneath the embayment, gravity and magnetic anomalies define the Reelfoot
rift, a northeast-trending graben structure 70 km in width and
more than 300 km in length (Kane et al., 1981). The Reelfoot
rift formed during a major extensional event in the late
Precambrian or early Cambrian, possibly representing the
failed arm of a triple junction (Burke and Dewey, 1973),

leading shear waves approximately parallel to the regional
maximum compressional stress. Only two stations have sufficient time-delay observations for temporal variations to be
assessed; the variations at these stations 6 km apart show different patterns but no clear trend is visible in the 19 months
of data analysed.
G EOLOGICAL

AND

G EOPHYSICAL S ETTING

The NMSZ is situated in the central United States of
America, about 100 km NNE of Memphis (ME), Tennessee,
and is the most seismically active region in the central and
eastern United States (Figure 1). The zone is of particular
interest because three major earthquakes [each with MS > 8.0

37

36

-89
Fig. 1. Summary map of seismicity and station locations in the New Madrid seismic zone. PANDA stations are marked by triangles; open circles
mark epicentres of 498 events as located by Chiu et al. (1992) with location ouality C or better, during the period 23/10/89 to 31/05/90. The stars, in
order of decreasing size, represent the events: March 25, 1976, Marked Tree (m, = 5.0); May 4, 1991, Risco (m, = 4.6); November 9, 1990 (m, =
3.2). The Reelfoot rift margins are denoted by solid lines, the main study area (see Figure 5) by dotted lines and the Mississippi River and other state
boundaries by dot-dash lines. Initialled locations are: Memphis (ME), New Madrid (NM), Ridgely (RY) and the Dow Chemical #I Wilson drill hole
W’J).
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which is underlain by an anomalous, high-density crustal
layer 30-40 km deep (Table 1). The maximum depth to basement in the centre of the rift is about 5 km, rising to 3 km at
the flanks (Kane et al., 1981; Ginzburg et al., 1983; Mooney
et al., 1983; Hildenbrand, 1985). In the Dow Chemical #1
Wilson drill hole (Howe and Thompson, 1984), labelled DW
in Figure 1, basement was encountered at 4.2 km. Cambrian
synrift elastics partially infilled the graben, followed by
basin-wide subsidence and the deposition of postrift sediments through the Palaeozoic (Nelson and Zhang, 1991).
The Ouachita orogeny, to the south, marked the start of a
period of uplift and erosion during which much of the Late
Palaeozoic section was removed. In the Late Cretaceous and
Cenozoic subsidence led to unconformable deposition of
marine elastic sediments over the Lower Palaeozic rocks.
Boreholes in the main study area, which is outlined in Figure
1, show that the base of these unconsolidated sediments
increases from 400 m in the NW to 800 m in the south (Chiu
et al., 1992). In the earthquake location velocity model
(Table 1) a value of 650 m is used for the sediment
thickness.

are consistent with an E-W to ENE-WSW compressional
stress field, reactivating old fault zones. In general, the focal
mechanisms show right lateral strike slip motion on the
northeast trending faults, and thrust faulting with strike slip
components on the central fault zone, apart from the southeast end which has predominantly normal faulting. Thus, the
tectonic regime has been summarised as a compressional
step on a right lateral strike slip fault system (Russ, 1982).
One of the important results of the PANDA data is that it
has improved the hypocentral depth resolution (see later)
which shows seismicity structure not previously identified.
The majority of the events are at 3- to 15-km depth (mean
depth 8 km) in the Precambrian basement. Chiu et al. (1992)
show that the two northeast-trending arms and the westerly
arm are vertical faults, whereas the central zone is a shallowangle (approximately 3 1”) southwest dipping fault zone,
steepening to about 48” at the southeastern end (beyond the
intersection of the southern arm). The shallow-dipping fault
is seen in the dispersed epicentral distribution in the central
zone and the steepening in the southeast is consistent with
the change from the thrust to normal faulting, discussed
above. However, to describe the tectonic regime as a com-

Table 1. Velocity structure of the NMSZ after Chiu et al. (1992) with densities from Hildenbrand (1985).
Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

Thickness
W-0
0.65
1.85
2.50
12.0
10.0
13.0

“P

“S

(km/s)

(km/s)

Density
Wm3)

1.8
6.02
4.83
6.17
6.60
7.30

0.6
3.56
3.20
3.57
3.82
4.22

2.2
2.65
2.60
2.75
2.90
3.10

The characteristic seismicity pattern of the NMSZ was
established after the implementation of a regional network in
1974, shown shaded in Figure 1. Seismicity is concentrated
in a 60-km NNW striking central zone which connects two
offset lineations striking southwest for 120 km from Ridgely
(RY) and northeast for 60 km from New Madrid (NM)
(Himes et al., 1988). The central zone encompasses most
activity, though not necessarily the larger magnitude events.
Indeed, neither of the largest two events since 1974 occurred
there: the March 25, 1976, Marked Tree event (mh = 5.0) and
the Risco, Missouri event (mh = 4.6) of May 4, 1991 (in the
period of this study).
The seismicity is the result of movement on ancient basement faults activated by the current North American stress
field. The NMSZ is subject to E-W to ENE-WSW maximum
horizontal compressional stress, generated by ridge push at
the American plate margins (Zoback and Zoback, 1980,
1989, 1991). The Zoback and Zoback (1980, 1989, 1991)
stress measurements closest to the study area are from the
focal mechanism studies of Herrmann and Canas (1978) and
Herrmann (1979) and are based on regional network data.
Other focal mechanism studies of smaller events from local
arrays include O’Connell et al. (1982), Nicholson et al.
( 1984) and Andrews et al. (1985). Results from these studies
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pressional step is a simplification of the situation as fault
movement in the central zone is particularly complex. It is
hoped that studies of shear-wave splitting will help identify
local stress patterns that will assist in the understanding of
the seismicity in the NMSZ.
DESCRIPTION

OF

DATA SET

PANDA, a telemetred array of three-component stations,
was deployed in the NMSZ in October, 1989, to provide data
for more detailed studies of the faulting. Thirty-seven stations were operated at 41 sites during the period to June,
1991, and the station distribution is shown in Figure 1. The
station spacing averages about 12 km overall but varies
between 2 and 10 km in the central zone. The data sampling
rate was set at 100 Hz throughout the deployment.
Each PANDA station has two three-component sensors,
one operating at high gain and the other at low gain giving a
minimum of 90 dB dynamic range. The standard sensor is a
Mark Products L28 4.5-Hz geophone. Each telemetry link to
the central recording site transmits data from two stations by
using an “inner” station/repeater combination to relay data
transmitted from an “outer” station. At the central recording
site a MASSCOMP 6600 computer workstation performs
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Event selection

real time event triggering, digital recording and preliminary
data processing. An extensive description of the array design
has been given by Chiu et al. (199 I).
The presence of the thick, low-velocity sediments results
in all arrivals reaching the surface at near-vertical incidence,
thus shear-wave motion is not generally visible on vertical
component seismometers (see Figure 2). More importantly,
there are strong S-wave to P-wave conversions at the base of
the sediments that could easily be mistaken for shear waves
on the vertical component if considered in isolation from the
horizontal components (Figure 2a). The PANDA three-component data permit unambiguous phase identification and,
hence, excellent hypocentral control.
The events are located using HYPOELLIPSE (Lahr, 1984)
and the velocity model given in Table 1. The model is
the result of P- and S-wave velocity inversions, giving tight
control on the shear-wave velocities and, hence, improved
hypocentral locations (Chiu et al., 1992). In the period of
study, 498 events of quality A to C (Lahr, 1984) were located
with average depth errors of 0.6 km and horizontal location
errors of 0.3 km. These events are plotted in Figure 1.

The particle motion of shear waves can be severely perturbed by interaction with the free surface and with internal
interfaces (Evans, 1984; Booth and Crampin, 1985; Liu and
Crampin, 1990). Shear waves observed at the free surface at
angles of incidence less than the critical angle sin-t Vs/Vp
(the shear-wave window) preserve the waveforms of the incident wave, but the waveforms are seriously distorted for
arrivals outside this window (Evans, 1984; Booth and
Crampin, 1985). The critical angle for the free surface of
Layer 1 (the NMSZ unconsolidated sediments) is 19.5”.
However, the velocity contrast between Layers 1 and 2 (the
top of the Palaeozoic strata) is such that all shear waves,
even those travelling with near horizontal trajectories in
Layer 2, arrive at the surface within 9.7” of vertical, so shear
waves from any event below the sediments will arrive within
the free-surface shear-wave window. It is necessary to look
at the internal shear-wave windows (Liu and Crampin, 1990)
to establish event selection criteria.
Liu and Crampin (1990) examine the effect of incidence
angle on the polarization of shear waves through plane
boundaries. The result is a series of critical angles for the
interfaces, beyond which the polarizations deviate from the
incident polarization and the particle motions become distorted. Of the two cases of high-to-low and low-to-high
velocity interfaces, the latter has greater potential for significant polarization deviations (say greater than f5”) and
increased ellipticity, especially beyond the widest critical
angle.
A shear wave propagating upwards from the lowest seismogenic layer in the NMSZ (Layer 5, Table 1) encounters
three high-to-low velocity interfaces and one low-to-high
interface (from Layers 3 to 2). By examining SH and SV
relative amplitudes and the variation of shear-wave polarization with incidence angle (for plane waves in an isotropic
structure) it is possible to identify which critical angles form
limits on the raypath, if polarization variations beyond 5” are
considered unacceptable. Figure 3 shows these relationships
for an incident shear wave with equal SH and SV components for the three uppermost internal interfaces (most events
are located in the Precambrian basement of Layer 4). As
expected (Liu and Crampin, 1990), the high-to-low velocity
interfaces below Layer 3 (Figure 3c) only create minor deviations in the polarization even beyond both critical angles
and do not place much restriction on the raypaths. The lowto-high interface (Figure 3b) has three critical angles;
however, the polarization is not significantly distorted until
the outermost critical angle of 64.0”. The remaining interface
for consideration is the Layer 2 to 1 interface, at the base of
the sediments; it is not a simple high-to-low interface as the
shear-wave velocity of Layer 2 is greater than the P-wave
velocity of Layer 1. Figure 3a shows the maximum acceptable incidence angle in Layer 2 at this interface is just
beyond the critical angle [sin-‘(Vs/Vp)] of 36.3”. Thus, this
angle forms the limiting criterion on acceptable raypaths;
that is, all raypaths with an incidence angle of less than 36.3”

METHODOFANALYSIS

Shear-wave splitting identification
The analysis method used here follows Chen et al. (1987).
This involves selecting events within the shear-wave window
(see below), rotating the horizontal seismograms into radial
and transverse components, identifying the onset of the first
arriving shear wave, and measuring the polarization direction
of the arrival from a polarization diagram (or hodogram). If
a second split shear wave is identifiable, the time delay is
measured. To confirm the particle motion interpretation, the
horizontal traces are rotated into the direction of polarization
of the first arriving split shear wave and the traces are
inspected for similarity of pulse shape (Bowman and Ando,
1987; Gledhill, 199 1). If the pulse shapes are dissimilar then
the time delay and polarization measurements are rejected.
The split shear waves are not expected to be identical in
amplitude or frequency content because they will have sampled different properties of the anisotropic rock mass.
However, they are expected to possess some similarity in
form to each other. Though a second split shear wave may be
identified, it is often difficult to determine its onset satisfactorily; thus a greater number of polarization rather than timedelay measurements are available for study. Figure 2 shows
some examples of rotated traces and particle motion diagrams, clearly demonstrating the presence of shear-wave
splitting.
Only these events where splitting is identified are interpreted, to ensure that the first arriving split shear wave is that
of the faster shear-wave arrival. Under some conditions
shear-wave propagation within an anisotropic region will not
show shear-wave splitting, for example, when the source
shear-wave radiation excites only one of the split shear
waves. These polarizations could then be of either the fast or
slow split shear wave; they are not included here.
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Fig. 2. Three examples of PANDA recordings and shear-wave splitting in NMSZ. The traces on the left are three seconds long, representing the
components originally recorded; the traces on the right correspond to the horizontal components rotated into directions representing the fast and slow
split shear-wave polarizations. The orientation of each is denoted on the left. The vertical bars mark the 0.1 s time intervals of the polarization diagrams (PDs). PDs for the horizontal plane only are shown, where each tick is one sample (0.01 s). The numbers above the PDs are relative scaling
values; the arrows show the onset of the first and second split shear waves. These seismograms are of events, located in Figure 5(b), recorded at:
(a) station i12 (focal depth 9.14 km, epicentral distance 5.0 km, event to station azimuth N345”E); Sp and Ps phases are conversions from the base
of the sediments; (b) station i12 (7.1 km, 3.9 km, N318”E); and (c) station 013 (6.85 km, 1.9 km, Nl66”E).
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Fig. 3. Normalised relative amplitude and polarization of SH- and SV-waves transmitted across the three internal interfaces, with incidence angle, for
an incident polarization angle of 45”. (a) to (c) show relative amplitude of transmitted SV- and SH-waves for the interfaces between layers 2 to 1 (Is,),
3 to 2 (13*) and 4 to 3 (lb3), respectively (Table 1). (d) shows the transmitted S-wave polarization angle against incidence angle for the three interfaces.

earthquake. Figure 4 is a plot of i, against depth for raypaths
incident at the limiting shear-wave window of 36.3” at the
base of the sediments (Layer 1). Most events are located in
Layer 4 where the maximum i, ranges between approximately 31” and 35”. Subsequent references to events within
the over-all shear-wave window refer to those events with
direct shear-wave raypaths within the apparent incidence
angle bounds of Figure 4. To allow for the uncertainties in
location, events are also included if the location error ellipsoid intersects with the volume within the overall shear-wave
window of a particular station.

at the base of the sediments are within all the internal and
free-surface shear-wave windows and the particle motions
observed at the surface should show shear-wave motions
without interface distortions.
It must be noted that these angles are approximations and
their validity is limited by the uncertainty in the velocity
model, the earthquake locations, the effect of curved wavefronts and anisotropy. In particular, the effect of a curved
wavefront is to spread out the distorting effect of the critical
angle over a range of angles and thus widen the acceptable
range of raypaths by a small amount.
In practice, the angle of incidence of shear waves at a particular interface is not a convenient measure when applying
the criterion that propagation must be within the internal and
surface shear-wave windows. It is easier to use the apparent
incidence angle, i,:

R ESULTS

The constraint imposed by the overall shear-wave window
on the recorded events greatly reduces the quantity of suitable data. Of the 498 events in Figure 1, 266 are recorded by
one or more stations within the overall shear-wave window.
Shear-wave splitting parameters from 217 station records

ia = tan-’ (e/d);
where e is the epicentral distance and d is the depth of the
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results. Clustering in time is observed in the temporal plots
of Figure 6, discussed later.
Figure 5a shows the polarization measurements at 20 stations displayed as rose diagrams and equal-area projections.
Of the 20 stations, 13 (iO1, i03, o03a, ill, i12, i13, 013, i16,
016, i 18, 018, i 19 and i20) show a preferred orientation of
polarizations as commonly observed in shear-wave splitting
studies (Booth et al., 1993; Gledhill, 1993; Liu et al., 1993).
All 13 sets of polarizations are approximately in the same
direction, averaging N62”E f 14”. The seven remaining
stations have either too few arrivals within the shear-wave
window or very scattered polarizations.
Figure 5b displays the time-delay measurements (normalised against hypocentral distance) in projections which
were examined for evidence of delay measurements depending on path direction. For example, the presence of hexagonal symmetry anisotropy with a horizontal symmetry axis
(such as vertical aligned cracks) would be expected to show
the greatest delay within a central band of the projections,
parallel to the strike of the fast polarization direction
(Roberts and Crampin, 1986; Kaneshima and Ando, 1989).
No pattern is seen here, despite the presence of polarization
alignments in Figure 5a. It is probably unrealistic to expect
such a pattern to be readily visible in a complex zone with a
vertically and laterally varying velocity structure.
Figure 6 shows the variation of the splitting parameters
and depth with time and Figure 7 normalised time delay
against depth for stations i 12 and i 16. These two stations
have the greatest number of measurements over the recording interval. A high degree of scatter is seen in the measurements from both stations and this is commonly observed in
measurements of split shear waves, for example, Chen et al.
(1987) and Gledhill (199 1). Observations of time delay show
most scatter since they are particularly sensitive to multiple
splitting at internal interfaces and to scattered energy arriving
before the second split shear wave which make it difficult to
identify consistent arrivals. Another feature common to the
temporal plots is the clustering in time due to the variation in
seismic activity. In order to aid interpretation of the plots, the
results have been averaged for each of three relatively tight
clusters of days 1, 2 and 3, covering the time intervals of O230, 23 l-470 and 471-600 days, respectively. The polarizations for both stations retain an approximately E-W to ENEWSW direction throughout the 19 months. The normalised
time delays at station i16 appear to increase on average from
cluster 1 to cluster 2 and the depths decrease slightly. The
projections demonstrate that there is no significant change in
the locations (and hence raypaths) during this period. The
plot of normalised delay against depth (Figure 7) for i 16
shows that the largest normalised delays are associated with
shallower events, suggesting the anisotropy could be limited
to the shallower layers. The same plots for station i12 show
similar trends but are more difficult to analyse, having a
greater scatter. Plots, such as those in Figures 6 and 7, for
other stations show similar scatter for sparser data and have
not been included here.
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Fig. 4. Plot of hypocentral depth against apparent incidence angle.
The solid curve shows the limit of acceptable apparent incidence
angles for which shear-wave arrivals are within the overall shearwave window as described in the text. Most events are located in
Layer 4 and are subject to a shear-wave window of 31” to 35”. The
dashed lines represent the layer interfaces examined in Figure 3.

from 160 events recorded at 20 stations are available for
interpretation once events showing poor signal-to-noise ratio,
no splitting, or faulty recordings have been omitted. These
160 events are plotted in Figure 5b, where the distribution of
events giving data for shear-wave analysis differs from the
overall seismicity shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1 the distribution along the central segment is quite uniform, while in
Figure 5b there is a concentration of events at the intersec‘tion of the lower northeast-trending arm. This is a combined
effect of the station distribution and the late deployment of
some of the more northerly stations. The analysis of
anisotropy in the region is necessarily concentrated in this
specific area.
Microseismicity is expected to show clustering in time and
space (Love11 et al., 1987). Clustering in space is reflected in
the equal-area projections in Figure 5; for example, station
i 16 shows sets of polarization measurements in distinct
groupings. Closer examination of such a cluster usually
shows very similar waveforms and locations (Love11 et al.,
1987). These events, analysed independently, show aligned
polarizations and similar time delays, providing some assurance that the measurement method is producing consistent
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Fig. 5. Distributions of (a) observed leading split shear-wave polarizations and (b) normalised time delays. Equal-area rose diagrams and lower
hemisphere equal-area projections out to the apparent incidence angle of 36” show the first arriving shear-wave polarizations. The rose diagrams are
centred on the stations, except for i12 and i13, where the station position is marked by a triangle. The measurements are not weighted. The projections in (b) show time delays normalised by hypocentral path length; the circles are scaled by area to the minimum (1.4 ms/km) and maximum (14.6
ms/km) time delays. Triangles mark stations and circles outside the projections locate events with splitting measurements; the solid circles are the
events of Figure 2.

The aligned polarizations lie in an ENE-WSW direction
(average N62”E), coincident with the direction of regional
maximum horizontal compressional stress as documented by
Zoback and Zoback (199 1). Th’IS correlation suggests that the
anisotropy is likely to be caused by the presence of stressaligned vertical EDA cracks. The maximum time delays
measured (180 to 120 ms) and the associated shear-wave
traveltimes (4.6 to 3.8 s) give an estimate of the differential
shear-wave anisotropy over the whole path of between 3 and
4%. This value would increase by 1% if the Layer 1 sediments are isotropic, through the subtraction of about 1 s from
the anisotropic path traveltimes. Similar amounts of
anisotropy are commonly found in almost all geological
structures (Crampin, 1993).
Figure 6 shows the average time delay at stations i 16 and
i12, normalised for path length, increases between clusters 1
and 2, yet no clear association between the temporal variation and earthquake activity is apparent during the recording
period. The largest earthquake to occur was the m = 4.6
Risco, Missouri event (day 559 on the time scale of F!gure 6;
and the closest event of mh > 3 was 18 km east of the Risco

The consistency in the fast split shear-wave polarization
direction from events with different focal mechanisms at a
range of stations and azimuths and a large area suggests that
the observed splitting is a result of a pervasive anisotropic
structure rather than localised interface or scattering effects.
This is particularly apparent at stations i I2 and o03a where
there is a good azimuthal distribution [Figure 5(b)]. The nonalignment found at some stations (for example i 1 1) could be
due to local inhomogeneities in the rock mass, isotropic
structure, or more complex anisotropic symmetries. Table 1
shows that there are strong velocity contrasts across internal
interfaces, particularly between the sediments and the
Palaeozoic rocks. Seismic reflection surveys (Hamilton and
Zoback, 1982; Nelson and Zhang, 199 1) indicate that this
interface is irregular, which is likely to modify the angles of
incidence and distort both polarizations and time delays. The
anomalies are not due to surface topography, as it is essentially flat and horizontal in the NMSZ. This contrasts with
most other seismic zones, which are generally associated
with mountainous regions.
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Fig. 6. Temporal variations of first split shear-wave polarization, time delay (normalised to unit hypocentral distance) and depth for stations i16 and
i12. The crosses mark mean values for intervals (1) O-230, (2) 231-470 and (3) 471-600 days, and the projections (as in Figure 5) show normalised
time delay for these groupings. The arrows indicate the time of the mb = 3.2 and mb = 4.6 events at 383 and 559 days, respectively.
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such that the minimum compressional stress axis at source
depths is vertical rather than horizontal. This implies that
EDA cracks may be horizontal in this depth range (5 to 15
km), and the split shear-wave time delay following polarizations showing a preferred azimuthal orientation is created
over the raypath through the O-5 km depth range. This supports the interpretation that the strongest anisotropy is in the
upper layers but does not provide any more insight into the
change in delays.
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The relatively closely spaced PANDA network in the
NMSZ has provided high-quality three-component digital
data from an isolated area of intraplate seismicity. However,
it is necessary to consider both the surface and internal shearwave windows if an array is being designed specifically for
shear-wave studies. Although a large number of events have
been recorded, the combined effect of the shear-wave windows has restricted the number of events suitable for analysis. The restrictions are particularly severe as a result of the
station spacing relative to focal depths and the presence of
low-velocity layers in the velocity structure.
The polarization directions of the leading split shear
waves show a preferred orientation (average N62”E) at 13 of
the 20 stations. This suggests that the splitting is a result of
anisotropic structure and its coincidence with the direction of
regional maximum horizontal compressional stress supports
the interpretation of stress-aligned vertical EDA cracks. The
degree of anisotropy present is around 4%, as commonly
observed in the crust. There is some evidence of a temporal
change in the time delays; however, it does not correlate convincingly with large earthquake activity and cannot be fully
explained by hypocentral distribution. There is also evidence
that the anisotropy causing the polarization alignments may
be present only in the top 5 km rather than being evenly distributed.
The data presented here shows the potential of the full
data set for a more extensive investigation into the
anisotropy of the NMSZ. There are good, clean seismograms
within the shear-wave window that will lend themselves to
anisotropic modelling work. It is hoped this will lead to a
more detailed description of the anisotropic structure of the
varied strata; the basal Palaeozoic deposits are reported to be
fractured (McKeown et al., 1990) and the presence of thick
shales (the Elvins Formation) may introduce a thin-layer
anisotropy. The anisotropy of the upper layers will be examined using seismic refraction data. The scattered time-delay
measurements will be addressed by examining similar events
that repeat within the deployment time, to restrict the many
variables affecting the delays. It will be through these more
detailed studies that a meaningful understanding of the
anisotropic rock mass and its relevance to hazard assessment
can be achieved.
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Fig. 7. Time delays normalised to hypocentral distance against
depth for stations i16 and if 2.

event (day 383, mh = 3.2). Stations i 16 and i 12 are both over
25 km from these events, the locations of which are shown
on Figure 1, and are probably beyond the earthquakes’
preparation zones. There are no clear variations in time delay
associated with either event, except for a possible decrease
after the Risco event for station i 12, which needs analysis of
later data for clarification.
The increase in normalised time delays does appear to correlate with an average shallowing of events during this time.
. Assuming no temporal variations, this could be due to the
anisotropy being restricted to Layers 1 to 3. This is supported
by the apparent decrease in maximum normalised time delay
with depth shown in Figure 7. There is no simple relationship between depth and delay because of interface interactions and the effects of scattering. However, the increase in
normalised time delays (Figure 6) is of the order of a 60%
increase where the decrease in average depth is about 6%;
that is, if the anisotropy were limited above 5-km depth, it
would seem only part of the increase could be explained by
hypocentral migration.
The nature of the stress regime may be a contributory factor to the apparent restricted anisotropy. The focal mechanisms of the central zone show predominantly thrust faulting,
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